The new Mauser M 18 condenses hunting to its fundamental form: pure, no-frills workmanship. It’s not merely a hunting rifle, but something Mauser has always symbolized: the ultimate gun for all men at all times. The Mauser M 18 is more than just another component; it is the whole package. It brings together all the essentials for hunting in the best possible way and does not include anything that isn’t necessary in the field. The result is a genuine tool for genuine hunters with sensational performance ratio. In other words: Mauser brings you: "The People’s Rifle."
MAUSER M 18

Unquestionable accuracy
Cold hammered barrel made of special steel, sub-MOA precision guaranteed

Five rounds in the magazine, one in the chamber

Reliable shots
Adjustable, dry-standing, direct action trigger

Three-position safety
Operates silently with direct action on the trigger lug

Hardshell
Highly stable synthetic stock for extreme conditions

A multi-purpose cap opens a storage space in the stock for important tools such as cleaning kit

Everything in control:
Non-slip inlays on the pistol grip and forearm

THE PEOPLE’S RIFLE